
he multitude of demons gathered in the spacious room, 

T upon learning of the existence of a traitor, began to boo 
uncontrollably. As explained by the philosopher, one of 
the most faithful followers of THE CONSORTIUM has 

betrayed them. These words were like a cold-water bath, which 
shook the evilest of all of them and all those attending the meeting. 
The leader of the High Council raggedly demanded:

“Who is the traitor?”

The philosopher in a tone full of intrigue said:

“Is not a person...”

This revelation aroused curiosity and immediately the silence was 
felt. The philosopher said:

“It's a discipline...”

Confused by the words of the philosopher, attorney Odeim, 
demanded to explain what he was trying to say. The philosopher, 
with hatred in his tone of voice, said:

“Science has betrayed us.”

A change of direction occurred, in the spacious room, when the 
philosopher revealed the horrible secret. Panic looks on the faces of 
demons, confirm the crisis represented by the fact that science 
stopped supporting THE CONSORTIUM. It is uncomfortable and 
annoying to know that, because of this traitor, many atheists are 
deserting. The philosopher, in his frustration, crunched his teeth and 
said:

“In the past, "Science" was an unconditional ally of THE 
CONSORTIUM.”

All the members of the High Council moved their hoods in the 
affirmative. 
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Los habitantes del «Segundo Cielo» controlan a la humanidad (Planeta 
Tierra) a través de EL CONSORCIO. Estamos hablando de una alianza de 
valiosas e influyentes empresas. Esta alianza controla el 90 por ciento de las 
riquezas del mundo y, por ende, el poder económico de la humanidad. Según 
la opinión de la mayoría de los expertos financieros, invertir en esta alianza 
es una sabia decisión. ¡Buenos dividendos son garantizados! Solo basta 
observar sus principales fuentes de riqueza: tarjetas de crédito, las 
farmacéuticas, la tecnología, la educación, la agricultura, las 
comunicaciones, los armamentos bélicos y, por supuesto, los bancos. 

Happy coincidenceHappy coincidence



"Today everything is changing!" the philosopher emphasized.

Attorney Odeim asked:

“What is changing?”

“The concept of time and coincidence.

In the past, time and coincidence supported science in its attempt to 
discredit God. According to science, millions of years mixed with 
coincidence are responsible for the perfection found in creation. 
Today, the evidence that science is accumulating causes serious 
discomfort among demons. Instead of rejecting the existence of 
God, is confirm.

"What evidence do you have to validate your comment?" asked the 
attorney.

The philosopher opened the folder of his report and said:

“In this chapter... I talk about the two theories... that are deflating.”

There are many theories, based on human wisdom, that are full of air. 
They look great and impressive, but because they have no substance, 
when confronted with the truth they deflate. The two theories, 
written in the report, are, the theory of the Great Explosion and the 
Evolution. In an annoying tone, the philosopher emphasized:

"Science" has turned its back on us.”

The body language, of the philosopher, reveals disgust. Trying to 
maintain his composure, he said:

“The time and coincidence factor has begun to be questioned.”

As evidence to support his daring commentary, he presented the 
theories of the Great Explosion and the Evolution. These prestigious 
theories have been holy ground for atheists. Every time a scientist 
declares himself in favor of these theories, the God of Creation is 
ridiculed. To attack them is to endanger the well-being of THE 
CONSORTIUM. The philosopher, holding his report in his hand 
said:
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“A new theory has emerged in the panorama that harms us.”

The mood inside the room began to boil. It bothers and annoys to 
think that "science" has ceased to be an unconditional ally of THE 
CONSORTIUM. In the past, "time and coincidence" favored the 
theory of the Great Explosion and the Evolution. Today, "science" 
has begun to discard "coincidence" by giving way to the new theory.

"What is the name of that new theory?" the attorney asked outraged.

“Is known as the "Happy Coincidences".”

The DC division, with its smokeballs, has confused many, but if 
humans insist on seeking God... they will find Him. The world is full 
of evidence, which reveals the existence of God. According to the 
theory of intelligent design, the Power of God is responsible for 
everything that is seen and what is not seen. The GREAT BOOK 
summarizes it:

"God, in the beginning, created the heavens and the earth" (Genesis 1:1).

It is uncomfortable in THE CONSORTIUM that more and more 
scientists are accepting this creepy theory. The thought that life and 
the universe are the product of these "Happy Coincidences" is a 
cause for panic in the realm of Darkness.

The philosopher's report describes four "Happy Coincidences" 
related to planet Earth:

1. The position of planet Earth in our Galaxy (Milky Way).

2. The orbit of the planet. 

3. The magnetic field.

4. The ingenious system that replenishes the air.  

Everything related to the "happy coincidences" is an uncomfortable 
"pain in the neck" for the members of THE CONSORTIUM. It 
bothers and annoys!

The report prepared by the philosopher explains in detail the danger 
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of these "Happy Coincidence".

First "Happy Coincidence": The position of planet Earth in 
the Milky Way. Before 2018, humans calculated that the 
diameter of our galaxy was 100,000 light years away, or an 
average of one and a half trillion kilometers. From that date 
on, the calculations varied and now is talked of a diameter of 
200,000 light years away. It is estimated that they contain 
between 200,000 and 400 billion stars. Impressive!

The universe is full of galaxies. The Milky Way is a drop of water in 
the middle of an immense ocean. A simple galaxy between billions 
and billions of them. The harmony and balance of the universe 
confirms the existence of an "intelligent design".

The location of the planet is a zone free of gases and cosmic dust. 
This "happy coincidence" has allowed humans to know and study 
the greatness of the universe. If they had been in an area full of gases 
and cosmic dust, the telescopes would be ineffective.

Second "Happy Coincidence": The orbit of planet Earth. 
Considering its inclination, its rotation speed, its translation 
and the effects of its unique Moon, coincidence loses ground.

The most complicated thing has to do with the location of planet 
Earth in the solar system. If the planet becomes one inch closer to the 
Sun, or further away, the existence of life on the planet would be 
impossible.

To think that coincidence is responsible for so many "happy 
coincidences" is an attack on reasoning and murders common sense.

Third "Happy Coincidence": Magnetic field. This 
powerful invisible shield of energy protects humans from 
excess solar radiation and is responsible for phenomena as 
beautiful as the Northern Lights. The magnetic field also 
helps in human navigation and animal migrations, in ways 
that scientists are beginning to understand.

The Magnetic field is a giant dynamo, which generates mechanical 
energy and converts it into electrical energy. To think that something 
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so huge and complex is the product of coincidence is a monument to 
stubbornness and foolishness.

Fourth "Happy Coincidence: The ingenious system that 
replenishes the air. Without air, humans and fauna cannot 
exist. Humans inhale oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. This 
gas is deadly for humans. There is a "happy coincidence," 
which prevents billions of people from contaminating the 
world and is called "photosynthesis."

The whole process related to "photosynthesis" is a serious challenge 
for the theory of coincidence. It is a wonderful and ingenious 
recycling process, through which plants are responsible for 
purifying the air.

Plants, in addition to feeding humans and all fauna, are an ingenious 
and wonderful system for recovering lost oxygen. This incredible 
"intelligent design" ridicules coincidence!

Fortunately, the information in the report is confidential, and none of 
the demons in the room learned about the deadly implications of the 
"Happy Coincidences."

Screams and squeals increased in the Room of the Hidden Secrets. 
The philosopher Lose Todo stopped the presentation of his report. 
Before continuing, he took a deep breath, because he knows that 
what he is about to say, in addition to being humiliating, is offensive. 
Anticipating an increase in boos, he said quietly:

“The most distressing thing is what is happening with the atheists.”

"What's going on with atheists?" the attorney asked.

"They are deserting!" the philosopher shouted because of his 
frustration.

The increase the number of people, with master's degrees and 
doctorates, who reject the "theory of evolution" and the "big 
explosion" is alarming. The offensive thing, for these demons, is that 
atheists are rejecting these two theories. This astonishing reality is a 
cause for serious concern in THE CONSORTIUM. Uncomfortable 
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and annoying Nose Nada said:

“It's all the fault... of the three ORIGINS.”
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